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Phase behavior of liquid crystals confined to controlled porous glass studied by deuteron NMR
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The phase behavior of pentylcyanobiphenyl~5CB! and octylcyanobiphenyl~8CB! liquid crystals confined to
controlled porous glass of different characteristic void sizesR is studied using deuteron NMR. In samples with
the 5CB liquid crystal the discontinuous isotropic-nematic (I -N) transition becomes gradual forR
,0.025mm. The discontinuousI -N phase transition temperature shiftDTIN scales asDTIN}R21.360.3. A
detailed theoretical analysis of the origins of the temperature shift and the change of the character of theI -N
and nematic–smectic-A phase transition is given. The influence of the surface treatment is studied for the 8CB
liquid crystal immersed in aR50.2mm matrix. The results suggest that for the silane-treated sample the
anchoring is homeotropic, whereas it is planar for the nontreated surface. In both cases the corresponding
anchoring strength is estimated to be larger than 1025 J/m2. The smectic-A ordering seems to be more affected
by the confinement in the nontreated sample than the one treated by silane.@S1063-651X~98!01303-8#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing interest in
physics of porous materials@1#. These systems play an in
creasingly important role in various technological applic
tions ~e.g., nuclear waste storage, separation, oil recov
heterogeneous catalysis, glass processing, thermal insul
of refrigerators, and passive solar energy collection devic!.
In addition, they provide model systems for the study
several fundamental problems in physics. In a number
such studies porous matrices serve as a rigid host frame
various fluids. It is advantageous that the immersed fluid
close to a phase transition where its susceptibility to vari
perturbations is anomalously increased. From the change
the physical behavior of the confined fluid induced by t
porous matrix one can infer information about the enclos
surface, finite-size effects, random field, random bond p
nomena, etc.

As a confined fluid various liquid crystals~LCs! are par-
ticularly useful. The reason for this is that~i! they exhibit a
variety of phases with different degrees of orientational
translational order,~ii ! there exist different kinds of transi
tions between these phases~e.g., first- and second-orde
phase transitions in orientational or translational degree
order!, ~iii ! they are typical representatives of soft materi
~their response to perturbations induced by the confining
trix is pronounced and long ranged!, ~iv! LCs and the host
matrix do not interact chemically, and~v! both LCs and the
host matrix are in most cases transparent and consequ
samples can be studied using a variety of optical metho
The phase and the structure of the confined LC reflects
competition among the LC elastic, surface, and external fi
forces. Their relative strength strongly depends upon
value of the typical sizeR characterizing a confining cavity

As porous material Anopore@2,3# and Nuclepore@4#
membranes, controlled porous glass@5–7# ~CPG!, Vycor
glass @8,9#, aerogels@10–13#, or similar porous glasse
@14,15# are conventionally used. In Anopore and Nuclepo
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3021~12!/$15.00
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materials the voids can be described as long, straight no
terconnected cylinders. In CPG the voids are also cylind
cally shaped, but are strongly curved and interconnec
Anopore, Nuclepore, and CPG matrices have a relativ
narrow distribution of pore sizes. The structure of the Vyc
glass is reminiscent of that of the CPG, but with relative
large local departures from the cylindrical geometry. In ae
gels the voids are separated by randomly interconne
silica strands forming the matrix. Consequently, the geo
etry of voids is strongly irregular. In these systems the
gree of randomness increases from Anopore to aerogel
all matrices the characteristic size of voids is typically belo
the micrometer range~for some matrices even in the nanom
eter range!.

The most important results inferred from studies of L
immersed in various porous materials are the following.~i!
Even at temperatures far above the bulk isotropic-nem
(I -N) phase transition there exists a weak residual nem
ordering at the enclosing surface. Consequently, it is of
more appropriate to call the corresponding phase para
matic rather than isotropic.~ii ! The isotropic-nematic transi
tion seems to be gradual for porous matrices with charac
istic cavity sizes below 0.1mm. ~iii ! The nematic–smectic-A
(N– Sm-A) phase transition is usually more affected by co
finement than theI -N one.~iv! An additional slow relaxation
mechanism is observed in confined samples that is not
served in the bulk. Most of these topics are not yet co
pletely understood. In particular, it is not yet clear in whi
of the last three phenomena listed randomness@16–19#, in-
troduced into the LC system via the geometry of a confin
porous matrix, plays a significant role.

In order to resolve these problems a systematic study
various porous matrices and LCs is needed. For this rea
we performed a deuteron NMR study on the pentylcyano
phenyl ~5CB! and octylcyanobiphenyl~8CB! liquid crystals
immersed in various CPG matrices. We study the LC ph
behavior as a function of temperature, typical void sizeR,
and surface treatment of the CPG voids. The study com
3021 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3022 57KRALJ, ZIDANŠEK, LAHAJNAR, ŽUMER, AND BLINC
ments our previous publication@6# in this field where we
focused on the line shape of the deuteron absorption spe
and qualitatively discussed the possible origins of
gradual I -N transition and the hysteresis phenomena
served.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Sec. II th
experimental setup and experimental results are prese
The theoretical basis used in the explanation of the exp
mental data is given in Sec. III and the free energy of
model is introduced. The corresponding temperature shift
the I -N andN– Sm-A phase transition of a LC confined to
cavity of arbitrary shape are evaluated and their depende
on the cavity size is analyzed. In Sec. IV we introduce mo
structures that imitate the most important characteristics
the CPG samples In Sec. V the theoretical results are
cussed. In Sec. VI the conclusions are summarized.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

We studied 5CB and 8CB liquid crystals confined to CP
matrices with average pore diameters 2R57.4, 24, 50, 100,
140, 300, and 400 nm. The CPG matrices have a nar
monodispersed pore diameter distribution with 5 – 10%
partures around the average value. The surface of the voi
smooth down to the nanometer scale@6#. A typical scanning
electron microscopy~SEM! photograph of a CPG matrix i
shown in Fig. 1. The internal pore surface was either n
treated or treated with silane. The immersed 5CB and 8
LCs were deuterated at theb-d2 anda-d2 positions, respec-
tively. Deuteron NMR spectra were recorded at the re
nance frequencies of 58.37 and 30.6 MHz. A (p/2)x
2(p/2)y solid echo pulse sequence with phase cycling w
used to obtain the absorption spectra.

B. Determination of the LC ordering

In our experiment the degree of LC ordering was inferr
from the deuteron NMR absorption spectrum. The details
described in Ref.@6#. Here we just summarize the main fac

The shape of the absorption spectrumI (n) can in general
reveal the nematic ordering and yield information about
translational diffusion of LC molecules. If a nematic pha
exhibits predominantly uniaxial character, which is often

FIG. 1. SEM photograph of a CPG matrix withR50.2mm.
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alized, the nematic ordering is well described@20# in terms
of the nematic director fieldn~r ! and the orientational orde
parameterS(r ). A nematic molecule fixed atr and oriented
alongn contributes toI (n) two lines separated by@21# 2Dn,
where

Dn~rW !5Dn0S~rW !S 3@nW ~rW !•eW f #
221

2 D . ~1!

The unit vectoref points along the external magnetic fieldB
used in the NMR experiment.Dn0 describes the half split-
ting of lines for a perfectly aligned~i.e., S51! nematic mol-
ecule. A typical value of the half splitting in the bulkN
phase isSDn0'20 kHz for 5CB andSDn0'30 kHz for
8CB LCs, whereS describes the average degree of nema
ordering. The spectrum of the whole sample consists o
superposition of such contributions from all molecules. T
sample of a homogeneously aligned nematic again con
of two lines. Departures from this shape reveal the spa
variation of the nematic ordering. For example,I (n) is pow-
der shaped in case that~i! all orientation ofn are equally
occupied,~ii ! S(r ) is spatially homogeneous, and~iii ! the
translational diffusion is not effective. Condition~i! is, in our
experiment, enforced by the geometry of the CPG samp

If, however, the external NMR magnetic field is stron
enough~which is realized forR/j f.1, wherej f is the ex-
ternal magnetic-field correlation length@20#!, then distribu-
tion becomes strongly anisotropic. On average more m
ecules are oriented alongef and consequently the extern
wings of l (n) are more pronounced. For theB'9 V s/m2

used in our experiment it follows thatj f'0.5mm. Thus, in
the samples withR.0.1mm the external field influence is
expected to be already observable.

Because of the translational diffusion nematic molecu
diffuse for an average distance@22# d>A^D&/(Dn0S) during
the NMR acquisition time. HerêD& is the average transla
tional diffusion constant. For 5CB and 8CB one typica
finds d'0.01mm in the nematic phase. Since in most cas
the director field deformations extend on the scale given
R, one expects that the effect of motional averaging is n
ligible in samples where the conditionR@d is realized. In
our study the diffusion effect is discarded.

Although the shape of the absorption spectra is direc
related to the degree of nematic ordering, it can also g
indirect information on the smectic-A ordering. In the
smectic-A phase the LC molecules are forced to align alo
the layer normal. Consequently, the degree of the nem
ordering is increased~i.e., in theN phase orientational fluc
tuations are Goldstone modes that cost little energy, in c
trast, in the Sm-A phase, such fluctuations change the lay
spacing and represent hard modes!.

C. Results

In the experiment we have focused on the~i! dependence
of the I -N phase transition onR, ~ii ! the influence of the
surface treatment on the nematic and Sm-A phase ordering,
and~iii ! the effect of the external field reorientation onI (n).
The investigation~i! was performed on 5CB and the studi
~ii ! and ~iii ! on 8CB LCs.
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57 3023PHASE BEHAVIOR OF LIQUID CRYSTALS CONFINED . . .
In Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of the absorp
spectra widthDn as a function ofR is shown. The measure
spectra can be roughly assigned according to their shape
three qualitatively very different groups: powder shapeli
fieldlike, and single peaklike spectra. The powder shape
spectra resemble the ‘‘ideal’’ powder shaped spectra cha
teristic for an isotropicn distribution and a spatially homo
geneous value ofS. In the fieldlike spectra the externa
wings are dominant, revealing the strong influence of
external magnetic field. The single peaklike spectra con
of a single peak. Details about the shape of spectra and
lated hysteresis phenomena were discussed in Ref.@6#. The
Dn5Dn(T,R) dependence suggests that in samples withR
,0.025mm the I -N transition is gradual, whereas it is dis
continuous forR>0.025mm. In the inset the dependence
the decrease of theI –N phase transition temperatur
DTIN(R) on R is shown.

The influence of the surface treatment on the nematic
smectic-A ordering was studied in the 8CB LC confined
the CPG matrix characterized byR50.2mm. The internal
CPG surface was either nontreated or treated with silane.
spectra measured show a remarkable dependence on th
face treatment, as shown in Fig. 3. The spectra are pow
shapelike in the treated and fieldlike in the nontreated c
In this figure the influence ofI (n) on the sample reorienta
tion with respect to the external field is also shown. For t
purpose the LC was cooled in the external field from
isotropic phase deeply into the nematic phase. Then
sample was reoriented for an angleu1 with respect to the
external field and the absorption spectrum was measu
The time intervalDt5t22t1 between the timet1 , when
the sample was reoriented, and the timet2 , when theI (n)
measurement was performed, was long enough so tha
structural changes in the sample were already ‘‘saturate
We usedDt'15 min. In Fig. 3 the sequence foru f50° –90°
is shown for the~a! treated and~b! nontreated samples. I
this cycle a weak hysteresis effect is observed. It is large
the nontreated case. The spectra also indicate that the d
tor field structure is, to a great extent, locked in the init
state. Thus the surface interaction is strong enough to c

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the deuteron NMR
splitting dn for variousR for the 5CB liquid crystal in nontreated
CPG matrices. Shown in the inset is theI -N phase temperature shi
as a function of R. 2R57.4 nm ~* !, 2R524 nm, ~1!, 2R
550 nm ~l!, 2R5100 nm~3!, and 2R5140 nm~d!.
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serve the initial state established before the rotation of
sample is performed.

Next we focus our interest on the effect of the surfa
treatment on theN– Sm-A phase transition. The bulk 8CB
LC exhibits in the temperature interval studied the isotrop
nematic, and Sm-A phases. The temperature evolutionDn
5Dn(T) for the treated, nontreated, and bulk sample
shown in Fig. 4. TheN– Sm-A transition is clearly observ-
able in the bulk sample because of the coupling between
nematic and smectic order parameters. The coupling caus
sudden anomalous increase inDn(T) observed at T
'309 K. The results indicate that due to the confineme

lf

FIG. 3. Deuteron NMR absorption spectra for the~a! silane-
treated and~b! nontreated sample for different anglesu f . R
50.2mm for the 8CB LC.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofdn for the 8CB LC confined
to the silane-treated and nontreated CPG matrix. For compar
the bulk dependence is also shown.R50.2mm.
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theN– Sm-A phase transition is less pronounced only in t
nontreated sample.

III. THEORY

A. Free energy

In the following phenomenological model the phase a
the structure of the enclosed liquid crystal are described w
the nematic director fieldn, the nematic orientational orde
parameterS, and the smectic complex order parameterc
5heiF. The quantityh is the smectic translational orde
parameter andF the phase factor determining the position
smectic layers. The corresponding free energyF is expressed
as @20,23–25#

F5E S A0~T2T* !S22bS31cS41
K11

2
~divnW !21

K22

2

3~nW 3curlnW !21
K33

2
~nW •curlnW !21

L

2
~gradS!2

2
K24

2
div~nW 3curlnW 1nW •divnW !2

DxSB2

2m0
~nW •eW f !

2

1a0~T2TNA!uCu21
b

2
uCu42DSuCu2

1Ciu~nW •grad2q!Cu21C'u~nW 3grad!Cu2Dd3rW

1E ~ f n1 f s!d
2rW. ~2!

The elastic properties of the enclosed LC are described
the nematic (L,K11,K22,K33,K24) and the smectic (Ci ,C')
elastic constants. The strength of the coupling between
nematic and the smectic order parameter is given by the
pling @20# constantD. The saddle splay term@20,26,27#
weighted by the elastic constantK24 can be transformed to
the surface enclosing the nematic phase using the G
theorem. We have discarded the so-calledK13 contribution
@28,29#. All the listed nematic elastic constants are tempe
ture dependent, except the bare nematic elastic constanL.
Their temperature dependence is conventionally expre
via the expansion@23# in S. The Frank elastic constant
(K11,K22,K33) are to the lowest order quadratic and t
saddle splay elastic constantK24 is linear inS. Note that in
Eq. ~2! most of the terms including spatial derivatives@23# in
S are discarded, except the term with the elastic constanL.
These terms are not essential for our study because mo
the calculations are performed in the approximation of a s
tially constant nematic orientational order paramet
The smectic compressibility term tends to enforce
interlayer separation d52p/q if h.0. Quantities
A0 ,b,c,a0 ,b,T* ,TNA are the material constants andT is the
temperature. In bulk the first-orderI -N phase transition take
place at T5TIN5T* 1b2/(4A0c) and the second-orde
N– Sm-A phase transition atT5TNA for D50. With an in-
creasing value ofD theN– Sm-A phase transition increase
Above the critical valueD5Dc the N– Sm-A transition be-
comes discontinuous@20#. In this work we consider only the
d
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caseD!Dc . T* is the nematic supercooling temperatur
The quantityB is the external magnetic field pointing alon
the directionef , Dx is the magnetic anisotropy, andm0 is the
magnetic influence constant. The LC-surface interaction
modeled by the nematic orientational (f n) and the smectic
positional (f s) anchoring term.

In this study we model the nematic surface interaction
@30#

f n52W1SS 3~nW •eW !221

2 D1W2S2. ~3!

Here W1 and W2 are positive surface anchoring constan
The unit vectore is conventionally called the easy directio
If n5e is realized at the surface the nematic orientatio
part of f n is minimized. Molecular models@31,32# indicate
that the origin of the linear term is the direct interactio
between the surface and LC molecules and theS2 term is due
to the fact that LC molecules have fewer neighbors at
surface. TheS2 contribution is believed to be dominant a
porous silica surfaces and evaporated surfaces.

The smectic positional anchoring can be modeled@33# by

f s52Wph cos~F2Fs!, ~4!

where Wp is a positive constant. It tends to establish t
layer variation described byFs and promotes the Sm-A or-
dering.

For further convenience we rewrite Eq.~2! in the dimen-
sionless form. For this purpose we scale distance in unit
the characteristic cavity sizeR ~in the case of a cylindrica
cavity R denotes its radius! and introduce dimensionless op
erators¹W •5R div, ¹W 35R curl, and¹W 5R grad. The order
parameters are scaled asS5sS0 and h5«h0 , where S0

5S(T5TNI)5b/2c and h0
25h(T50)25a0TNA /b. We

next confine our interest toI -N and then to theN– Sm-A
phase transition for a LC confined to a cavity characteriz
by a typical sizeR.

B. I -N phase transition

In order to gain qualitative insight into the temperatu
behavior at the isotropic-nematic phase transition in the C
sample we apply the following approximations.

~i! The temperature dependence of the nematic ela
constantsKii ( i i 511,22,33,24) is expanded@23# up to the
second order inS. Because of the symmetry arguments, on
the saddle splay constant has also a linear contribution@34#.

~ii ! Spatial variations inS are neglected everywhere but
the defects. At defectsS50 andS(r ) recovers its average
value in the sample if the distance between a pointr and the
defect is larger than the nematic correlation lengthjn(T). In
this study only point defects are relevant and the variation
S at a defect site is approximated by a linear dependence
the separation distance.

~iii ! In the minimization procedure first the director fie
is expressed assuming a constant value ofS. The resulting
expression for the free energy is then minimized overS.

Taking these into account, the dimensionless free ene
G of a LC in a cavity above theN– Sm-A phase transition is
expressed as a simple expansion@12,19# in s5S/S0 :
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G5tns222s31s42hn
2s. ~5!

The parameterstn andhn play the role of the effective tem
perature and the effective external field, respectively, gi
by

tn5
T2T*

TIN2T*
1S jn

R D 2

~a0Ge2a2G24!1
jn

2

d2R
1tdef,

~6a!

hn
25S jn

R D 2

a1G241
jn

2

d1R
Gn1S jn

j f
D 2

Gf . ~6b!

The ratios of the nematic elastic constantsai ( i 50,1,2) are
expressed atT5TIN and are typically of order one:a0

5K11(TIN)/LS0
2, a15k1S0 /LS0

2, anda25k2 /L, whereK24

5k1S1k2S2. jn describes the nematic correlation leng
@20#, j f is the external magnetic-field correlation length@20#,
and d1 ,d2 are the surface extrapolation lengths@20#. They
are expressed at the bulkI -N phase transition jn

2

5L/A0(TIN2T* ), j f
25m0LS0 /DxB2, d15LS0

2/W1S0 , and
d25L/W2 . The quantitiesGi ( i 5e,24,f ,n) are dimension-
less integrals depending on the nematic director field.
most cases their value is close one. We define them as

Ge5
1

V E S 1

2
~¹W •nW !21

K22

2K11
~nW 3¹W 3nW !2

1
K33

2K11
~nW •¹W 3nW !2Dd3xW ,

G245
1

V E ¹W •S nW 3¹W 3nW 1nW ¹W •nW

2
D d3xW ,

Gf5
1

V E ~nW •eW f !
2

2
d3xW , ~7!

Gn5
1

V E 3~nW •eW !221

2
d2xW ,

V5E d3xW .

Here d3x5d3r /R3. The contribution of point defects i
given roughly by the termtdef'ndef(jn /R)3, wherendef is
the number of defects per distanceR. The dimensionless
quantity G is related to the free energy vi
G5(F/VRLS0

2)(jn /R)2. Note that the ratiosK22/K11 and
K33/K11 in Eq. ~7! are not temperature dependent in th
approximation.

The temperature dependences(tn) is obtained via a mini-
mization of Eq.~5!. For hn

2,hc
250.5 the I -N transition is

discontinuous, whereas it is gradual in the opposite case
the discontinuous regime the phase transition takes p
when @12# tn511hn

2, yielding an expression for theI -N
phase-transition temperatureTIN(R) within the cavity. The
corresponding phase temperature shiftDTIN5TIN2TIN(R)
is
n

n

In
ce

DTIN5~TIN2T* !F S jn

R D 2

„2a0Ge
n1~a11a2!G24…

1S jn

j f
D 2

Gf1
jn

2

d1R
Gn2

jn
2

d2R
2tdefG . ~8!

For a typical LC the values of the material constants enter
Eq. ~8! are TIN2T* '1 K, jn'0.1mm, and ai'1 (i
50,1,2). For a surface withWi'531025 J/m2 ( i 51,2) and
for LS0

2'5310212 J/m it follows thatdi'0.1mm.

C. N – Sm-A phase transition

In the Sm-A phase we limit ourselves to the director field
that are compatible with the smectic layering. In the minim
zation procedure the order parameterh is first assumed to be
spatially homogeneous. The resulting expression for the
energy is then minimized overh.

With this in mind the dimensionless free energyGSm

5(F/VRCih0
2)(ja /R)2 in the smectic phase is expressed

an expansion in«5h/h0 :

GSm5ts«
21«4/22hs

2«. ~9!

The effective smectic temperaturets and the effective smec
tic external fieldhs are given by

ts5
T2TNA

TNA
1~qjs!

2Ge
s2S js

dcp
D 2

, ~10a!

hs
25

R

dp
Gs . ~10b!

The quantities in Eqs.~9! and ~10! are defined asjs
2

5Ci /(a0TNA), d05Cih0
2/Wpah0 , and dcp

2 5Ci /DS and
Ge

s ,Gs as

Ge
s5

1

V E S ~n•¹W F21!21
C'

Ci
~nW 3¹W F!2Dd3xW ,

~11!

Gs5
1

V E cos@qR~F2Fs!#d
2xW .

The temperature dependence of« is obtained via a minimi-
zation of Eq.~9!. The N– Sm-A transition is gradual forhs
.0. Forhs50 the transition is continuous and takes place
ts50. The corresponding temperature shiftDTNA5TNA
2TNA(R), whereTNA(R) denotes theN– Sm-A phase tran-
sition in the confined LC, is

DTNA5TNAF2~qjs!
2Ge

s1S ja

dcp
D 2G . ~12!

For a typical LC the value ofjs deeply in the Sm-A phase is
comparable to the molecular size. It diverges at the conti
ous N– Sm-A phase transition. Characteristic values of t
remaining typical distances in Eq.~12!, to our knowledge,
are not known.
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IV. MODEL STRUCTURES

Let us now discuss the phase behavior described in
III with an emphasis on theR dependence. The phase tem
perature shifts given in Eqs.~8! and ~12! are governed by
explicit and implicit dependences onR. The latter is hidden
in the integralsGi ( i 5e,24,n, f ,...). These in most case
weakly depend onR, e.g.,Gi does not depend onR when
n~r ! scales withR.

To assess the values ofGi we need information about th
director field. For this purpose we chose model structu
that sufficiently well present the main characteristics of
real samples. In the first step we approximate the geom
of a characteristic cavity within the CPG sample by a cyl
der of radiusR and lengthLd as shown in Fig. 5~a!. Then we
make predictions about possible director field structu
within it. These are schematically shown in Figs. 5~c!–5~g!.
In general, the director field is dominantly determined by
surface condition if the anchoring is strong enough (R/d1
@1). We consider two extreme cases:homeotropicanchor-
ing ~the LC molecules tend to be aligned along the surf

FIG. 5. Schematic presentation of model geometries simula
a typical cavity within a CPG sample. The cavity is described as~a!
a cylinder of lengthLd and radiusR or ~b! a space between two
concentric cylinders of radiiR0 andR012R, respectively. The cor-
responding director structures are~c! the homogeneous structure
~d! the homogeneous structure with point defects,~e! the escaped
radial structure,~f! the escaped radial structure with point defec
and~g! the planar radial structure. For the geometry described in~b!
the director field is either radially distributed~for the homeotropic
anchoring! or perpendicular to this direction following the cylin
ders’ curvature.
c.

s
e
ry
-

s

e

e

normal! and planar anchoring~the molecules are forced t
lie in the limiting plane within which all directions are
equivalent!.

The planar anchoring case is modeled by the homo
neous (H) structure@Fig. 5~c!# or the homogeneous structur
with point defects~HPD! @Fig. 5~d!#. In the H structure the
director field is spatially homogeneous and points along
cylinder axis. In the HPD structure the domains with t
director field similar to theH structure are separated b
planes with the planar radial director profile.

In the case of homeotropic anchoring we choose as
resentatives the escaped radial@35# ~ER! @Fig. 5~e!# or the
escaped radial structure with point defects@35# ~ERPD! @Fig.
5~c!#. In the ER structuren tends to be aligned along th
surface normal at the cylinder surface. On approaching
center of the cylinder it gradually reorients along its axis.
the strong anchoring regime this structure is scale invari
The ERPD structure consists of domains separated by pl
radial planes with point defects. The director structure
each domain is similar to the ER structure, particularly in t
limit Ld@R. Note that these structures can be realized if
anchoring is strong enough. This roughly corresponds to
regime @35,36# R/d1.1. Below this regime the ER and
ERPD structures tend to evolve into the topologica
equivalentH structure.

The ER orH structures describe well the situation whe
the average distance between the closest cavity intersec
within the CPG sample is large compared toR. At these
intersections in general the director field cannot be matc
without forming topological point defects. The point defe
structures ~HPD and ERPD! roughly simulate the case
where the average distance between two closest cavity in
sections isLd . Note that in an infinite long cylinder thes
two structures are not stable. The ERPD structure tend
evolve into the ER structure and HPD into theH structure.

In the case of strong homeotropic anchoring the ER a
ERPD structures described above mimic well the ordering
the N phase not too close to the Sm-A phase@35,36#. Just
above theN– Sm-A phase transition the bend nematic elas
constant is anomalously@20# increased due to pretransition
smectic order. Consequently, instead of the ER or ER
structure, in which nematic bend elastic distortion is sign
cant, the planar radial@35,36# director field@Fig. 5~g!# tends
to form. In this structure the bend nematic deformation
absent and the director field radially streams from the ce
of the cylinder with a line defect along the cylinder axis.

Note that in studies treating the nematic structures wit
cylindrical cavities the planar polar~for homeotropic anchor-
ing! and the planar bipolar structure~for planar anchoring!
are often reported@35–37#. In these planar structures th
director field is restricted to the plane with the normal alo
the cylinder axis. In both structures the director field is pr
erentially parallel in the central region of the cylinder ten
ing to orient along the direction preferred by the anchor
interaction at the surface. In the case of strong ancho
these structures require two surface line defects running
allel to the cylinder axis. In the case of weak anchoring
free energy of these structures is similar to the free energ
the H structure. In the case of rather strong anchor
(R/d1@1) these structures are not expected to be stable
cause of energetically costly line defects. In the weak

g
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choring regime we also anticipate that the director field pr
erentially oriented along the approximate local symme
axis of the void is closer to reality because of the spa
variation of the orientational axis.

The SEM photographs@6# of some CPG matrices revea
that their cylindrically shaped voids are relatively strong
curved. In order to estimate the influence of the curvature
the phase behavior we consider a LC confined between
concentric cylinders as shown in Fig. 5~b!. The radius of the
inner cylinder isR0 and of the outer isR012R. This con-
figuration roughly mimics a curved cylindrical cavity of
radiusR and curvatureR0 . For the homeotropic anchorin
we chose the radial distribution of the director field. In t
planar case the director field is perpendicular to the ra
direction. To test the behavior at theN– Sm-A transition we
assume that in the Sm-A phase the layers grow from th
surface in the case of homeotropic anchoring and are
perpendicular to the surface for the planar anchoring.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Next we present results from the model. The expec
temperature shifts of theI -N andN– Sm-A phase transition
are analyzed in Secs. V A and V B, respectively. In Sec. V
theoretical findings are linked with our experimental resu

A. I -N phase transition

The I -N phase transition is gradual ifhn
2.0.5. As it is

evident from Eq.~6b!, this can happen if eitherK24, W1 , or
the external magnetic-field terms~or their combination! are
strong enough. Forhn

2,0.5 the phase transition is discon
tinuous. The origins of the corresponding temperature s
are, according to Eq.~8!, either the external magnetic field
elastic distortions, or surface interactions.

1. External field

We first analyze possible consequences of the exte
magnetic field. Its contribution tohn andtn is proportional to
Gf(jn /j f)

2. The dependence onR enters only viaGf . In
our experimentj f'0.5mm, thus (jn /j f)

2'0.04. In the
limit R/j f@1 all the molecules are oriented along the ext
nal field yielding the maximal value ofGf51. In the oppo-
site limit (R/j f50) the randomly oriented cavities in th
CPG samples imply that all directions ofn are equally occu-
pied yieldingGs5

1
3 . Therefore, in any case the value ofGf

is of order one. The contribution of the magnetic fieldB to
the temperature shift is expected to beDTIN,0.04 K and
similarly the contribution to the effective field ishf

2,0.04.
Thus the external field contributions totn andhn are in our
case negligible.

2. Elastic distortions

To test the influence of the elastic distortions we study
model structures presented in Fig. 5. The character of
transition can be changed due to the linear contribution iS
in the K24 term. Its contribution tohn is proportional to
a1G24(jn /R)2 @see Eq.~6b!#. Recent studies, suggest@35#
that the value of the saddle splay elastic constant is clos
that of the Frank elastic constants, i.e., one expectsa1'1.
f-
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For the ER and the ERPD structure in the strong ancho
regimeG24 is of order one. This is evident from Fig. 6~a!,
where the dependence of integralsGi ( i 5e,24,n) on R/d1 is
shown in the approximation of equal elastic constantsK
[K245K115K33). In contrast, for theH structureG2450
and for the HPD structure it is much less than in the ER
ERPD structure in the regime of interest. Therefore, this te
can change the character of the transition only in the cas
strong enough homeotropic anchoring~that is, RW1 /K
5R/d1.1! if in addition R/jn'1. Assuming R'jn
'0.1mm, K'5310212 J/m, which suggests that anchorin
must be larger thanW1'531025 J/m2, which represents a
sensible value for the samples studied.

In the case thathn
2,0.5 the temperature shift@Eq. ~8!# of

the I -N transition is of interest. For a typical LCai'1 (i
50,1,2). The values ofGi ( i 5e,24) are of order one for the
ER and ERPD structures and are almost independent ofR in
the strong anchoring regime. Therefore, in this regime
phase temperature shift due to the elastic distortion is
pected to scale with cavity size as 1/R2. In the very weak
anchoring regime, on the other hand, allGi are zero for the
both structures. The variation ofGi when going from the
very weak anchoring to the strong anchoring regime
equal elastic constants is demonstrated on the ER structu
Fig. 6~a!. We see thatGi saturates at a constant value alrea

FIG. 6. IntegralsGi entering Eqs.~7! as a function ofR. ~a!
Ge5Gc(R/d1), G245G24(R/d1), and Gn5Gn(R/d1) for the ER
structure and~b! Gc5Ge(Ld /R) for the HPD and ERPD structures
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when R/d1'5. The weak anchoring regime, where surfa
and elastic interactions are comparable, lies betweenR/d1
'5 andR/d151. Consequently,Gi strongly varies withR.
The very weak anchoring regime is below the critical va
@35,36# R/d151. For W15531025 J/m2 the weak anchor-
ing regime lies between radiiR'0.5 and 0.1mm. For theH
structureGe5G2450 and for the HPD structure these int
grals tend to zero if defects are not too close in compari
to R. A dependence ofGe on the ratioLd /R for the ERPD
and HPD structures is shown in Fig. 6~b!.

We thus find that the temperature shifts of order 1 K or a
change of the character of theI -N transition due to elastic
terms are expected only~i! for the homeotropic anchoring
which ~ii ! must be strong enough, and~iii ! R/jn'1. From
~ii ! and ~iii ! it follows that conditionsW1.531025 J/m2

andR'0.1mm must be realized.
In these calculations the effect of curvature is not tak

into account. To asses its influence on the nematic growth
consider the geometry presented in Fig. 5~b!. For the homeo-
tropic anchoring the director structure between concen
plates is assumed to be radial and tangential in the cas
planar anchoring. Both these structures give the same co
bution to the nematic elastic term ifK115K33. Taking these
structures into account and neglecting other contributio
we get the expression forG @Eq. ~5!# with hn50 and

tn5
T2T*

TIN2T*
1

a0jn
2

4RR0

ln~112R/R0!

11R/R0
. ~13!

The corresponding temperature variation of the order par
eter is then

S~T!5S0

31A928tn

4
. ~14!

In our samples the conditionR/R0!1 is fulfilled. Conse-
quently, to a good approximation the corresponding temp
ture shift can be expressed asDT'(TIN2T* )a0jn

2/2R0
2. We

see that the effect of curvature becomes significant w
R0'jn . For casesR.jn andR!R0 the temperature shift o
the I -N phase transition due to the curvature is negligib
Note that in our samples the curvature of voids is random
varying. To simulate this we average Eq.~14! over different
R0 distributed according to the Gaussian distributionP(R0)
52/(sAp)exp@2(R02Rm)2/s2#, where s5DR/2 ln2. Here
Rm corresponds to the average curvature of the sample
DR is the width of the Gaussian distribution. The corr
sponding averaged nematic ordering is designated^S&. In
Fig. 7 we show the temperature dependence of^S& for R
50.2, 0.025, 0.012, and 0.0035mm. The mean curvature o
the system is set toRm55R andDR5Rm . For R50.2mm
the ^S& dependence follows almost exactly the bulk beh
ior. In contrast, ifR,jn the curvature variations play a
important role. The corresponding temperature evolut
seems to be gradual, although in this calculation it consist
a superposition of discontinuous contributions.

3. Surface contribution

The surface term linear inS can change the character
the I -N transition as it is evident from Eq.~6b!. Its contri-
n
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bution tohn is proportional toGnjn
2/Rd1 . It scales as 1/R in

the strong anchoring regime. In the weak anchoring case
dependence can be more complicated depending on
variation ofGn with R as shown in Fig. 6~a! for the case of
the ER structure in the approximation of equal nematic e
tic constants (K245K115K33). The weak anchoring regime
is roughly given byR/d1,5. The value ofGn is in the whole
regime of order one. Therefore, a change of the transitio
expected whenjn

2/Rd1'1. ForW1'531025 J/m2 the criti-
cal value ofR is around 0.1mm.

In contrast, both the linear and the quadratic term cont
ute to the phase temperature shift ifhn

2,0.5. The linear term
increasesDTIN while the square term decreases it. The sh
of either contribution can be of order 1 K if jn

2/Rd1'1.
However, in the case of the linear term the change of
character of the transition will take place before such a s
is realized in view of a similar contribution of this term tohn
andDTIN .

B. N – Sm-A phase transition

1. Elastic distortions

We consider the case where the surface positional anc
ing term plays a negligible role so that theN– Sm-A phase
transition is of second order. We first approximate the geo
etry of an average CPG cavity by a cylindrical segment.
the N– Sm-A phase transition for the planar anchoring o
entational distribution the director field is homogeneous a
planar radial for the homeotropic anchoring. Both direc
profiles are compatible with Sm-A layers yielding, within our
model, Gc

s50 if the concentration of defects inn is negli-
gible. If defects are present the Sm-A layer structure is lo-
cally destroyed. The size of the perturbed region in the S
A ordering at the transition is given by the typical cavi
size. This is because the bulkN– Sm-A phase transition is of
the second order and consequently the bulk smectic corr
tion lengthjs(T) diverges.

In addition to defects, the curvature also plays an imp
tant role in the smectic growth for all matrices studied. A
cording to our estimates, this effect overwhelms the effec

FIG. 7. Influence of the curvature on the temperature dep
dence of the nematic orientational order parameter. The caseR
50.2, 0.025, 0.012, and 0.0035mm are shown for the mean curva
tureRm510R anddR5Rm/2. ForR50.2mm the curves are indis-
tinguishable from the bulk dependence.
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defects provided the average distance between adjacen
fects is much larger thanR. In contrast, the nematic orderin
is substantially affected by the curvature only for matric
with R!jn ~see Fig. 7!. To demonstrate the influence of th
curvature on the smectic growth we consider the geom
given in Fig. 5~b! for the planar anchoring. The smectic la
ers run perpendicular to the cylindrical surface. In calcu
tions we assume that the layers are nondistorted at the o
cylinder where the relative number of LC molecules is ma
mal. Because of the curvatureR0 , the compression of layer
continuously increases on approaching the inner cylind
With this in mind and neglecting the surface interacti
terms (hs50), we find the expression forGSm @Eq. ~9!# with

tS5
T2TNA

TNA

1~qjs!
2

3

2
1

4R

R0
1

1

2 S 11
2R

R0
D 2F2312 lnS 11

2R

R0
D G

2R

R0
S 11

R

R0
D .

~15!

For R/R0!1 the corresponding temperature shift for a giv
curvature R0 is DTNA(R0)'TNAjs

2q2R2/R0
2. Typically

js
2q2'1 andR/R0' 1

10 , giving rise to the temperature shift
of order 1 K for any R. To get a more realistic result w
averageh over different values ofR0 distributed according
to the Gaussian distributionP(R0)52/(sAp)exp@2(R
2Rm)2/s2# for given T and R. The corresponding tempera
ture dependence of the averaged smectic ordering^h& is
shown in Fig. 8~a! for R50.2mm and two different average
curvatures~Rm55R and 10R!. We see that in both cases th
depression of the smectic ordering is prominent in contras
the nematic case. The suppressed Sm-A ordering is in our
experiment observed indirectly via its influence on the ne
atic ordering. To illustrate this coupling effect we calcula
the temperature evolution of the nematic order, taking i
account the coupling between the nematic and smectic o
parameters@the term with the coupling constantD in Eq.
~2!#. This dependence is shown in Fig. 8~b!. The ^S& depen-
dence obtained from the averaging procedure descr
above is compared to the bulk one. The bulk ordering w
obtained via minimization of the dimensionless total free
ergy

Gtot5tns222s31s41S jn

js
D 2S Cih0

2

LS0
2 D

3F ts«
21

«4

2
2S js

dcp
D 2

«2sG . ~16!

Here Gtot5F(jn /R)2/VRLS0
2 and the surface contributions i

Eq. ~2! are discarded. In a similar way the smectic order
in the curved cavity was obtained by introducing an ad
tional elastic term that just rescales the parameterts @see Eq.
~15!#. The ordering was then averaged over different cur
tures as already described above. The dependence in
8~b! corresponds toTIN2TAN510 K, (jn /js)

2(Cih0
2)/LS0

2

5106, and (js /dcp)
250.004. Note that theN– Sm-A phase
de-
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transition is shifted for 3 K aboveTNA due to the coupling
term. The onset of the Sm-A ordering is clearly manifested in
bulk via the anomaly observed in the temperature dep
dence ofS. For the suppressed Sm-A ordering shown in Fig.
8~a! this sharp anomaly consequently disappears.

On the other hand, in the case of homeotropic anchor
the depression of the Sm-A ordering due to the curvature i
not so effective. For such a structure the splay nematic
tortion is dominant. In this caseGc

s50 within our model. In
reality, the bending of smectic layers gives rise to elas
distortions in the smectic order. To take this into accou
higher-order terms@24# are needed in Eq.~2!, yielding
second-order derivatives inF.

2. Surface contribution

A smooth surface in general enhances the degree of n
atic ordering. Indirectly also the smectic ordering is stim
lated particularly for the case of homeotropic anchoring.
this case the pretransitional smectic ordering initiated fr
the surface is expected. The surface support for the sme
ordering is less pronounced in the planar case where sm
layers are set perpendicular to the surface.

FIG. 8. ~a! Temperature evolution of the smectic order para
eter forRm55R and 10R, DR5Rm/2, andR50.2mm. ~b! Calcu-
lated nematic order parameter coupled with the smectic order
Full line, bulk; full line and dashed part, CPG matrix. In the 8 C
LC a unit in thetn scale roughly corresponds to 1 K.
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C. Discussion of experimental results

We first try to extract from the experimental results t
anchoring conditions and the corresponding anchor
strengths. The nontreated CPG surface is smooth@6# down to
the nanometer scale and is consequently believed to enf
the planar anchoring. This assumption is based on res
obtained from surfaces with similar properties@32#. On the
other hand, the silane treated surface is known to enforce
homeotropic anchoring. In a cylindrical geometry this a
choring condition orients molecules along its direction on
if the conditionRW1 /K.1 is realized, withK standing for
an average nematic elastic constant. ForR50.2mm, K
'10212 J/m. This condition implies that W1.
2.531025 J/m2.

The anchoring strength can be assessed from the re
presented in Fig. 3. The line shape of the absorption spe
is shown as a function of the reorientation angleu f for R
50.2mm CPG samples. The measured spectra suggest
the director structure to a great extent followed the reori
tation of the fieldB in both treated and nontreated cases.
the nontreated sample foru f50 the pronounced externa
wings in I (n) reveal preferential director field alignmen
along B. The external field is in this case strong enough
break the global isotropic director field distribution impos
by the CPG matrix. The claim thatn follows the reorienta-
tion of the sample is based on the fact that the separatio
pronounced wings inI (n) is roughly proportional to
(3 cos2uf21)/2. In contrast, in the nontreated sample t
overall isotropicn distribution is only weakly perturbed b
the external magnetic field. Consequently, the influence ou f

on n is weak.
This indicates that the CPG matrix locked in the direc

structure after it was established on cooling from the iso
pic phase. Therefore, the orientational anchoring strengthW1

is relatively strong in comparison to the external field.
assess its value we assume a constant director field acros
cavity. The external field and the easy axis are set at a fi
angle to enforce the competition. The relative weights of
surface and the external field contribution inF are given by
R/d1 and (R/j f)

2, respectively. The surface influence
dominant ifR/d1@(R/j f)

2. In our experimentj f'0.5mm,
suggestingW1@531026 J/m2. Therefore, we anticipate tha
in both treated and nontreated samples the ancho
strength is larger thanW151025 J/m2.

Shapes of the measured absorption spectra are cons
with the belief that in the silane-treated samples the anc
ing is homeotropic and in the nontreated samples planar.
homeotropic anchoring the surface locally supports only
direction compared to several allowed directions in the p
nar case. For this reason, in the nontreated case the dir
field has more opportunities to match the tendencies of
surface anchoring and the external magnetic field, which
in general in competition. Consequently,I (n) is more af-
fected by the external magnetic field in the nontreated c
Note that in the case of homeotropic anchoring we assu
thatW1 is large enough~i.e., RW1 /K.1! to enforce its ten-
dency ton. For R50.2mm andK'10212 J/m this implies
that W1.2.531025 J/m2, in accordance with estimate
made in the previous paragraphs.
g
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We next consider possible origins of theI -N phase tem-
perature shifts measured in the nontreated CPG matr
filled with 5CB LCs. The results indicate that down toR
50.025mm the I -N transition remains discontinuous an
DTIN is below 1 K. According to the previous discussion
these samples the anchoring is planar. In this case ela
distortions are expected to be relatively weak if the conc
tration of defects is not too high. The observed phase te
perature shift is most probably dominated by the surfa
term originating from the incomplete coupling among L
molecules at the LC-CPG interface, suggesting the sca
DTIN}1/R. Our measurements yieldDTIN}1/R1.360.3, sup-
porting this belief. Relative small temperatures shifts in
cates thatd1 andd2 in Eq. ~8! are comparable andd1.d2 .
Note that the expression~8! for DTIN is not expected to give
accurate quantitative estimates for CPG samples withR
,jn(TIN)'0.1mm. In this regimeS(r ) variations are in
general substantial and probably coupled ton~r !, which is
discarded in our model.

The samples characterized byR53.5 and 12 nm exhibit a
gradual evolution of the nematic growth. In our model th
requireshn

2.0.5 and according to Eq.~6b! can be attributed
only to the surface interaction if the curvature of voids pla
a negligible role. In such a case the previously assessed v
W1.1025 J/m2 yieldshn.1 for these samples. In such na
row cavities a noncritical character of the surface interacti
in the temperature regime studied prevails over the bulk t
dency of the LC resulting in the gradual nematic growth. T
K24 contribution tohn is expected to be negligible because
weak elastic distortions enabled by the planar anchoring c
dition. However, in such small cavities the ordering is ve
susceptible to various perturbations such as variations in
vature and defects at cavity intersections. They introduc
kind of random field@17,19# that can also change the cha
acter of the transition. Also we can not exclude the possi
ity, demonstrated in Fig. 7, that the observed gradual evo
tion is in fact a superposition of domain contributions wi
different degrees of nematic ordering. Within each of the
the I -N transition remains discontinuous. A domain is de
ignated as a LC region between adjacent cavity interconn
tions. The calculations indicate that the curvature begins
play an important role just in the regime where the grad
onset of nematic ordering was observed.

The belief that in the silane-treated sample the ancho
is homeotropic is also supported by measurements acros
bulk N– Sm-A transition in 8CB confined to theR
50.2mm sample. Our calculations on model systems@Fig.
5~b!# suggest that if the planar anchoring is realized the S
A ordering is efficiently suppressed by the curvature of
lindrically shaped cavities. Spatial variations in the degree
Sm-A ordering are expected to be substantial because
curvature of cavities varies relatively strongly within th
CPG matrix. In the case of homeotropic anchoring the infl
ence of the curvature is far less effective. In the silan
treated sample the experiment shows that the smectic or
ing closely follows the bulk temperature behavior. Thus t
smectic ordering is in this case weakly affected by the c
finement, which, according to our estimates can be reali
only for homeotropic anchoring. In the nontreated sample
experimental results are too scattered to make definite c
clusions.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The deuteron NMR absorption spectra of 5CB and 8
liquid crystals immersed in various CPG matrices were m
sured. For the 5CB LC the character and the tempera
shift of theI -N phase transition were studied as a function
R in the nontreated CPG cavities exhibiting a planar anch
ing condition. ForR>0.025mm the I -N phase transition is
discontinuous and the corresponding phase temperature
scales asDTIN}1/R1.360.3. Within our model the observed
decrease of the phase transition temperature is mainly at
uted to theS2 term in the surface free energy, which sca
as 1/R. This is in fact the finite-size effect because this te
is believed to appear due to incomplete interaction@31,32# of
LC molecules at the LC-CPG interface. Our measureme
indicate that in CPG samples withR53.5 and 12 nm, the
transition seems to be gradual. Within our model a poss
origin for this effect is theW1 contribution or the random
curvature of voids. In such small cavities the degree of
dering becomes increasingly sensitive to details in a v
with decreasedR. In our theoretical treatment we expre
DTIN as a function of the various contributions neglecti
the effect of randomness. Rough estimates on a model
tem indicate that in the CPG samples the effect of rando
ness becomes important forR,jn . In this regime the main
origin of randomness is noncorrelated curvatures of cylin
cal voids.

It is interesting to compare the phase-transition tempe
ture shifts in CPG matrices with those obtained in aerog
where randomness is expected to play a dominant role.
relevant size characterizing an aerogel matrix is the m
free pathL in the empty regions. The experimental resu
@38# by Wu et al. suggest thatDTIN scales as 1/L. They
claim that the observed scaling is dominantly determined
randomness and not by surface or finite-size effects. H
ever, a Monte Carlo study performed by Belliniet al. @39#
suggests that the resulting temperature shift emerges fro
rather complicated coupling between the surface phenom
and randomness.

We further studied the effect of surface treatment on
phase behavior of the 8CB LC confined in the CPG sam
characterized byR50.2mm. The silane-treated surface e
hibits homeotropic anchoring and the nontreated surface
nar anchoring. In both cases the anchoring strength is
mated to be larger than 1025 J/m2. The theoretical analysis
indicates that theN– Sm-A transition is substantially more
affected by the curvature of voids than theI -N transition for
the planar anchoring condition. Experimental data are in
cordance with this prediction. In the nontreated sample
degree of Sm-A ordering is expected to be strongly spa
dependent because of a pronounced variation in the cu
ture of cavities of the CPG matrix. This results in a mo
gradual evolution of the Sm-A ordering compared to the bul
e
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sample. In contrast, in the silane-treated sample the SmA
ordering is only weakly perturbed.

It is reasonable to relate our results on the effect of c
finement on the Sm-A growth to those obtained in Anopore
and aerogels. These samples represent the extreme limits
CPG geometry. The Anopore matrix simulates the case
CPG sample if interconnectedness and curvature of C
voids have negligible role. The other extreme correspond
the aerogel matrix.

Iannacchione and Finotello studied@2# 8CB LCs confined
to Anopores of radiusR50.1mm. The surface was eithe
lecithin treated, enforcing homeotropic anchoring, or no
treated, resulting in a planar anchoring condition. In bo
cases theN– Sm-A phase transition was substantially a
fected by confinement, particularly in the case of nontrea
surface. The rough nontreated surface inhibited the sme
growth, which was consequently initiated from the cent
region of the cylinders. On the other hand, in the case
homeotropic anchoring the smectic layers were initiated
the surface.

Experiments performed on aerogels reveal that the SmA
growth is also strongly suppressed. It is believed that r
domness@38# is responsible for that. The location whe
smectic layers begin to grow strongly depends on the t
@20,40# of Sm-A LC characterized by the ratio between th
smectic correlation lengthjs and smectic penetration lengt
l. For type-I Sm-A LCs (js /l,1) it begins to grow in the
central region of voids, whereas for type-II Sm-A LCs
(js /l.1) it starts to grow from the surface.

In contrast, our results obtained with the silane-trea
surface suggest a weak influence on the smectic growth.
discrepancy in the behavior is most probably due to a lar
typical void size of the CPG sample studied and in particu
to the smooth surface supporting the smectic grow
Namely, the smooth surface exhibiting homeotropic anch
ing is known to support smectic growth. Results obtained
Aliev and Breganov@15# demonstrate this effect. They hav
reported surface-induced smectic ordering within a por
matrix even in the case of a 5CB liquid crystal, which in bu
does not exhibit a smectic phase.

It should be stressed that deuteron NMR measurem
are far from being ideal in probing the smectic layer config
ration. The smectic order is in this case assessed indire
via its influence on nematic ordering. A method direc
coupled to smectic layers~e.g., x-ray scattering! would be of
interest to reveal more details about the onset of sme
ordering in CPG samples.
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